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AKINCI is proud to present Brilliant Punitive Raids by Dutch artist Juul Hondius (1970). Brilliant 

Punitive Raids is a film composed of photographic images, that tell the story of a brutal yet 

hitherto little-known event in the complex history of the Israeli – Palestinian conflict. 
  
The work Brilliant Punitive Raids springs from the artist’s fascination with the as equally adored 

as detested PLO leader Khalil-al-Wazir, better known as Abu Jihad, and his assassination in 

1988 in Tunis. The attack on his life instantly made Abu Jihad into a martyr and hero, however, 

as Hondius discovered, images of Abu Jihad are relatively hard to find. Nor was there much 

public information on the assassination, until last year, when the Israeli government revealed 

more details after 25 years of secrecy. The military ploy to kill the PLO leader reads like a film 

script: strategically brilliant and spectacular, yet controversial. 
  
The absence of media images of both Abu Jihad and the attack sparked Hondius’ 

imagination and inspired him to create these images himself. In his characteristically filmic 

and highly stylised imagery – and with a degree of freedom and imagination  - the artist 

reconstructed and staged the event leading up to the assassination, frame by frame. 

However, Brilliant Punitive Raids is not intended as a historically correct reconstruction of 

events. Rather, the sequence of still photos zooms in on the personal experience of the Israeli 

soldiers involved, even evoking sympathy, and the unsettling contradiction between their 

make-believe play of two people in love and the cold- blooded killing of a man. 
  
In his photographic work, Hondius’ focusses on the status and impact of media images and 

the ways in which they enter and determine our collective memory. Hondius deconstructs the 

plethora of images that reach through media us on a daily basis, critically analysing the 

different visual strategies and styles of image-making that frame the subject. In earlier works 

Hondius staged realities, creating an archetypical image, condensing as it were a variety of 

similar stories, into one image, often with urgent political subject matter. In Brilliant Punitive 

Raids the artist worked the other way round: presenting different sides and different 

perspectives to one story starting from an absent image. 
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